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IN THE  COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, UDALGURI, ASSAM 

 

Present ::  Smti.S. Bora, 
      Sessions Judge,  
      Udalguri, Assam.  
 

           Sessions Case No. 115 (U) 2015.  
                 U/S 120 B/ 376/302 IPC 

   

   State of Assam..........................Complainant.  

        Vs 

    Sri Nipen Boro………….. Accused.   

 

For the Prosecution   : Mr. P. Baskey, Public Prosecutor. 

For the defence   : Mr. P. Sutradhar, Advocate.                                  

Date of argument :  1.11.17, 27.11.2017 

Date of Judgment  :  8.12.2017. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

 The prosecution case as unfolded at the trial may, in brief, is that on 

3.4.15 Swdwmshri Daimari, aged about 23 years, niece of the informant, was 

called by Sri Nipen Boro over phone from her house. Thereafter, she was taken 

hither and thither for the whole day. In the night Nipen Boro killed her after 

committing rape on her and had thrown her dead body on the bank of Nonai 

River at Dhupgurigaon.  

 

2. To this effect informant Sri Prabin Daimari lodged an ejahar before 

Panery police station.  On receipt of the FIR Panery PS Case No.24/2015 u/s 

120B/376/302 IPC was registered. Police held usual investigation. During 

investigation police visited the place of occurrence, prepared sketch map, held 

inquest over the dead body through Executive Magistrate and recorded the 

statement of the witnesses. On completion of investigation police laid charge-

sheet against the accused Nipen Boro for the offence punishable u/s 

120B/376/302 IPC.  
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3.  Offence punishable u/s 302 IPC being exclusively triable by the court of 

sessions, the court below committed the case to this court after complying the 

provision of Section 207 CrPC. This court upon perusal of materials on record 

and hearing submission advanced by the parties found a prima-facie case to 

frame charge against the accused for the offence punishable u/s 120B/376/302  

IPC and charges were framed accordingly. Charges so framed was read over 

and explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried.  

 

4.                 POINTS FOR DETERMINATION  

 

 (1) Whether the accused on or about 3.4.15 at village Bagaribari under 

Panery PS, agreed to do criminal conspiracy? 

 (2) Whether the accused on the same day, time and place committed 

rape on Swdwmshri Daimari? 

 (3) Whether the accused on the same day, time and place committed 

murder intentionally causing the death of Swdwmshri Daimari? 

 

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

 

5.  In order to bring home the guilt of the accused person prosecution  

examined as many as 18 (eighteen) witnesses whereas the defence examined 

none. My learned predecessor  did not examine any witness as PW7. At the 

closure of the prosecution evidence accused was examined u/s 313 CrPC. In 

his 313 CrPC statement accused totally denied to have committed the alleged 

crime.  

 

6. I have heard argument advanced by the learned counsel of the parties 

and carefully gone through the evidence and other materials on record.  

 

7.  Let me first deal with the evidence of PW14, Dr. Bhadra Kanta Sarma. 

According to the evidence of this witness on 4.4.15, while he was working as M 

& HO, Udalguri Civil Hospital he performed post-mortem upon the dead body 

of Swdwmshri Daimari,23 years  female in connection with Panery PS GDENo. 
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63 dated 4.4.15 on being escorted by UBC/125 Aftabuddin ahmed and 

identified by Prabin Daimari. On examination, he found the following:- 

EXTRANAL APPEARANCE:-   

Built average, height 5 feet, colour- fair, dressing- blue Dakhana, pink 

petticoat, white blouse, black bra, brown chemij, golden chain around the 

neck. Rigor-mortis loosed.  

More details description:-   

1. Fracture and dislocation of left remus or mandible. 

2. Fracture dislocation of thyroid cartilages. 

3. Fracture dislocation of C3 vertebrae.  

4. Oedemotous spinal cord at C3 level. 

5. Bruise at both breast. 

6. Nail mark at left inner thigh. 

7. Mucood vaginal discharge. 

 Doctor opined that death was due to asphyxia as a result of 

strangulation and homicidal in nature and all injuries were ante-mortem. But 

whether the sexual violence occurred or not is being waiting till the forensic 

laborotary result come. Time since death approximate is 12 hours. Ext.4 is his 

post-mortem report and Ext.4(1) is my signature.  

 In his cross-examination doctor stated that he did not confirm 

regarding any sexual intercourse caused by any person upon the victim.  

 

8. From the evidence of PW.14 (M.O.) it is established that the death was 

due to asphyxia as a result of strangulation and homicidal in nature and all 

injuries were ante-mortem. 

 

9. Keeping in view of the above medical evidence let me come to deal 

with the evidence of PWs. The entire prosecution case rests upon the oral 

testimony of witnesses namely, Prabin Daimari (PW.1), Smti. Minati Boro 

(PW.2), Smti. Rwaimali Daimari (PW.9), Binanda Boro (PW.10) and Rajen Boro 

(PW.17).  

 

10. The informant, PW.1, Prabin Daimari deposed in his evidence that he 

knows the informant. The incident took place on 3.4.15. On that day his niece 
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Swdwnshri Daimari was expired. Prior to the incident the accused and his niece 

Swdwnshri Daimari had love affairs for four years. Parents of the accused and 

the villagers proposed to marry his niece with the accused after 5 years, as 

because, both the accused and deceased were reading in degree course. On 

3.4.15 at about 2.30 PM his niece (deceased) went out from their house 

stating to be called by the accused. This fact was stated to him by his other 

niece Rimali Damari. One Minati Boro of Tangla also stated him that she saw 

both accused and deceased at Tangla Trade fair at about 5.30/6 PM. On the 

next day i.e. on 4.4.15 they learnt that dead body of their niece was lying in 

the bank of Nonai River. He saw the dead body at Tangla PS. He lodged the 

Ejahar, Ext.1. Ext.1(1) is his signature. Ext.2 is the inquest report. Ext.2(1) is 

his signature. This witness also stated that prior to the incident, while his niece 

was reading at Tangla, accused disturbed her, which   was reported to him by 

Guniram Boro, Rabiram Boro and Bhaben Boro. His deceased niece stated to 

him that  she was scolded with filthy language by the accused if she would not 

go to Tangla while accused called her. For all these reasons, he suspects that 

accused killed his niece.  

 In rebuttal nothing has been elicited by the defence in his cross-

examination.   

 

11. PW2, Smti. Minati Boro deposed that she knows both the accused and 

the deceased. She deposed that on 3.4.15  at about 5.30 PM she saw 

Swdwmshri went with the accused in a bicycle. On the next day morning at 

about 10 AM she heard that dead body of Swdwmshri was found. She suspects 

that Swdwmshri was killed by Nipen.  

  

12. PW.3, Sri Daoharu Daimari deposed that the on 3.4.15 deceased went 

out from her house and on the next day her dead body was found in Nonai 

River. He had proved Ext.2 is to be the inquest report. He put his signature as 

Ext.2(2).   

  

13.  PW.4, Jamin Ch. Boro deposed that deceased is his nephew. On 4.4.15 

at about 1.30 PM he heard that dead body of his nephew was found in Nonai 

River. He rushed to the police station and saw her dead body. He had proved 
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Ext.2 is to be the inquest report and Ext.2(3)  is to be his signature. He stated 

that accused and deceased had love affairs for last 2/3 years.  

 

14.  PW5, Rabindra Boro is a seizure witness. He deposed that on 4.4.15 it 

was informed at ABSU office that dead body of an unknown woman was found. 

They rushed to the place of occurrence and saw the dead body. Police seized 

vanity bag, umbrella, Nokia mobile, money bag, one blouse, watch, Hawai 

Chappal, Jangia, SBI ATM card, PAN card etc from the place of occurrence. He 

had proved Ext.3 is to be the seizure list. Ext.3(1) is to be his signature.  

  

15. PW.6, Dilip Boro deposed that he knows both the informant and 

deceased. The occurrence took place about 2 years ago. He heard in the 

village that dead body of a woman found in the Nonai River. He went to the 

place of occurrence and saw the dead body. Later on he learnt that deceased 

and Nipen Boro had love affairs since 5 years. Police seized vanity bag, 

umbrella, Nokia mobile, money bag, one blouse, watch, Hawai Chappal, 

Jangia, SBI ATM card, PAN card etc from the place of occurrence belongs to 

the deceased.  

 

16. PW8, Babu Ram Boro deposed that he knows both the informant and 

deceased. He also knows the accused since the day of incident. On 4.4.15 

ABSU president informed him that dead body of a woman was lying in Nonai 

River. He rushed to the place of occurrence and saw the dead body. Police 

seized  one ladies bag, one umbrella, one pair of spectacle, one underwear, 

some money etc. from the place of occurrence in his presence. He had proved 

Ext.3 is to be the seizure list. Ext.3(3) is to be his signature. He also deposed 

that he was present at the time when accused confessed his guilt before the 

police.  

 In his cross-examination he stated that accused confessed his guilt 

while accused was in police custody.  

 

17. PW9, Smti. Rwaimali Daimari deposed that informant is her elder 

brother. Deceased is her elder sister. On 3.4.15 at about 2.30 PM her deceased 

sister went out to Tangla on being told her that accused called her. Her 
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deceased sister brought her usual things in a vanity bag. She was wearing 

Dhakhana and chappal. She went out riding her ladies bicycle. She did not 

return at night. In the next day morning they heard that dead body of her 

elder sister was found in the Nonai River. On being received the information 

her elder brother and some villagers went to the place of occurrence.   She 

saw the dead body at her house. Her elder sister and Nipen had love affairs for 

four years. Father of accused and  his villagers  came to their house taking the 

proposal of marriage between the accused and her elder sister prior to 3 years 

of the death of the deceased. Prior to death of her elder sister accused called 

the deceased over phone and if the deceased would not go she was scolded by 

the accused.  

 

18. PW.10, Binanda Boro stated that he knows informant, deceased and 

the accused. On 5.4.15 on being getting information of arrest of Nipen he went 

to the police station. Nipen himself confessed before him, Rabindra Boro, 

Baburam Boro and Rajendra Boro that he killed the deceased strangulating on 

her neck. Nipen stated that deceased wanted to come to his house but his 

family member did not allow the deceased to come to his house and therefore 

he killed the deceased. Thereafter Nipen led police to the place where he killed 

the deceased. At that time he himself alongwith  Rabindra Boro, Baburam Boro 

and Rajendra Boro were also present. At the place of occurrence accused 

confessed before police that he dragged the dead body to water by holding on 

her neck. Accused also threw the mobile phone of victim into water.  

 In his cross-examination he stated that at the time of confession 

accused was in police custody.  

 

19. PW 11, Smti. Bichari Boro deposed that accused is her son. She knows 

both the informant and victim. The incident took place in the month of 

“Chaitra”. Police came to her house at about 12 0’clock noon and seized one 

underwear and a bicycle of her son. She had proved Ext.4 is to be the seizure 

list. 

 

20. PW 12, Sri Sukur Boro stated that accused is his son. He knows the 

victim. The incident took place on 4.4.15. Police came to her house at about 
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12/1 PM and seized one underwear and a ladies bicycle of his son. He had 

proved Ext.4 is to be the seizure list. Ext.4(1) is to be his signature.  

 

21. PW.13, Sri Paresh Daimari deposed that on hearing about the incident 

he went to the place of occurrence. Police seized one bag, one underwear, a 

pair of chappal, I-card, PAN card etc. at the place of occurrence vide Ext.3 and 

he proved Ext.3(4) is to be his signature.  

 

22. PW.15, Sri Lakhyajyoti Das deposed that on 4.4.15, while he was 

posted as an Executive Magistrate cum Circle Officer, Khairabari and In-charge 

Circle Officer cum Executive Magistrate, Harisinga in reference to Panery P.S. 

GDE No.63/15 dated 4.4.15  he conducted inquest on one unknown dead body 

in presence of witnesses Jamin Ch. Boro, Daoharu Daimary and Prabin 

Daimary. On inquest it is found that the dead body is of a girl wearing blue 

Dokhana and full sleeve white blouse lying upside down in a logged water 

channel midst the open filed.  

He had proved Ext.2 is to be the inquest report. Ext.2(4) is to be his 

signature.  

In his cross-examination he stated that he conducted inquest in the 

spot means place of occurrence. He does not have any personnel opinion 

whether the injury or marks found the dead body was earlier or recent.  

 

23. PW.16, Sri Ranjan Ramchiary deposed that he knows both the 

informant and the accused. He did not see the incident. One day morning at 

about 7.15 AM while he was crossing Nonai River he noticed a female dead 

body and informed local ABSU office. Then he went to his own way. Later on 

he heard that deceased and accused had love affairs. Therefore, all of them 

suspect that accused killed the deceased.  

 

24. PW.17, Rajen Boro deposed that stated that he knows informant and 

the accused. At the time of interrogation of accused by the police at police 

station Nipen himself confessed before him, Rabindra Boro, Baburam Boro and 

Binanda Boro that accused killed the deceased strangulating on her neck. 

Accused led them to the place where he killed the deceased. This witness 
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reiterated that he himself present when the accused confessed that he 

(accused) killed Swdwamshri Daimari. Accused showed the location of dead 

body. Accused confessed at police station that he killed the deceased by 

strangulating on her neck at the time of physical relation.  

 In his cross-examination he stated that police recorded  his statement 

after 6 days of the incident.  

25. PW.18, Naren Swargiary deposed that on 04.04.2015 he was working 

as attached officer of Panery PS. On 04.04.2015 at around 8: 15 AM OC Panery 

PS received an information over phone from one Rajendra Boro, President of 

Tangla Anchalik ABSU that the dead body of a lady was lying at Ohupguri in the 

bank of river Nonai. Accordingly OC Inspector Sahrab Ali recorded an entry in the 

general diary of Panery PS and instructed him to visit the place of occurrence and 

to do the needful. Accordingly he along with other police personnel went to the 

place of occurrence. On reaching the place of occurrence they found some ABSU 

members already present there. On being shown by them he saw the dead body. 

Then he informed about the dead body to OC Panery PS  with a request to send a 

Magistrate for holding the inquest over the dead body. After some moment 

Magistrate came to the place of occurrence and instructed them to get the body 

shifted to the side of the river. Accordingly the dead body was brought to the bank 

of the river. One Rabi Ram Boro who was present there identified the dead body to 

be of Swdwmshri Oaimari, D/o- Late Champa Ram Daimari of village Khairabari, 

Uttar Bagriguri. At the place of occurrence one vanity beg, one umbrella, one 

Nokia mobile phone, one sweater, one spectacle, one pair of hawai sandal, one 

jangia etc. were found and the same were seized and inside the beg one 

ATM (SBI) card, PAN card, one voter ID card, tooth brash, pen drive, one 

eye drop, one lipstick etc. were found and the same were also seized. He 

had proved Ext.3 is to be the seizure list and Exhibit 3 (5) is to be his 

signature. The Executive Magistrate held inquest over the dead body at the 

place of occurrence. He sent the dead body to Udalguri Civil Hospital for 

post-mortem examination. On 04.04.2015 in the evening hour at 2: 40 PM 

Sri Prabin Daimari lodged one written FIR before the Panery PS. Accordingly 

OC Panery PS registered a case being No. 24/15 u/S 120(B)/376/302 IPC 

and OC entrusted him to investigate the case. He had proved Ext.1 is to be 
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the FIR and Exhibit 1 (2) is to be the signature of OC Inspector Sahrab Ali 

with his seal which he knows. On 04.05.2015 at about 2:30 PM he went to 

the village of accused Nipen Boro but accused Nipen Boro was found absent 

at his house. He found parents of the accused at their house and instructed 

them to send the accused Nipen Boro to police station for interrogation in 

connection with the case. On 05.04.2015 at around 12:30 AM, Sukur Boro 

(father of the accused) and other persons of the village handed over the 

accused Nipen Boro at police station. On 05.04.2015 at about 8 AM he 

recorded the statement of the informant Prabin Daimari at police station. On 

05.04.2015 at about 9:30 AM he along with the SDPO Bhergaon, OC Panery 

PS and other police personnel took the accused to the place of occurrence. 

At the place of occurrence accused showed them the place of crime and 

narrated how he committed the crime. Accused told them that he came to 

the place of occurrence riding a bicycle. The accused showed them the 

place where he had sexual intercourse with the victim and the place where 

he killed the victim. Accused also stated that after killing the victim he 

dragged the dead body to the Nonai River. Sri Rajen Boro who was also 

present at the place of occurrence during their visit there, recorded the 

entire matter in the mobile handset. Thereafter he came to the house of the 

accused person. The accused was also went with them and he seized the 

hero lady bicycle from the house of the accused and the accused admitted 

before them that he had used said bicycle at the material period of the 

occurrence. In presence of the witnesses the said bicycle and one "jangia" 

used by the accused at the time of occurrence were recovered from the 

house of the accused and same were seized by a seizure list marked as 

Exhibit 4 and he had proved Exhibit 4 (2) is to be his signature. He then 

took back the accused to the police station and after interrogation his 

statement was recorded. On the basis of GD entry No. 63 dated 

04.04.20145 he visited the place of occurrence on 04.04.2015 and drew the 

sketch map of the place of occurrence. He had proved Ext.5 is to be the 

sketch map and Exhibit 5 (1) is to be his signature. He arrested the accused 

and forwarded him to the Court. During investigation he recorded the 

statement of some witnesses. As directed by the SP he handed over the CD 

to OC Panery PS on 16.04.2015.  
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26. PW.19, Md. Sohra Ali deposed that from September,2013 till 15.7.16 he 

has been serving at Panery P.S. as Inspector O/C. Panery P.S. case No.24/15 

u/s 120B/376/302 IPC was entrusted to SI Naren Swargiary  for investigation. 

On 16.4.15 he took up investigation of the case as directed by S.P., Udalguri 

vide Memo No. UDL/Crime/2015/3170-73 dated 13.4.15. As per direction of 

the S.P., under aforesaid memo, I.O. SI Naren Swargiary handed over the case 

diary to him on 16.4.15. During the course of investigation he sent the vaginal 

swab of the victim girl to FSL for examination and collected the FSL report. He 

recorded the statement of Minati Boro and Raimali Daimary. He also recorded 

the statement of Rabindra Boro, Baburam Boro, Binanda Boro and Rajen Boro. 

His earlier I.O. collected the P.M. report of the deceased.  On completion of 

investigation he submitted charge-sheet against the accused person u/s 

120B/376/302 IPC. He had proved Ext.6 is to be the charge-sheet and Ext.6(1) 

is to be his signature.  

In his cross-examination he stated that he recorded the statement of 

Raimali Daimary and Minati Boro on 18.4.15. He recorded the statement of 

Rabindra Boro, Baburam Boro, Binanda Boro and Rajen Boro on 20.4.15. 

Vaginal swab and the blood sample of the accused were sent to FSL for DNA 

testing but the FSL did not find the Exhibits not of good quality and therefore, 

it was opined that comparison with Exhibit does not arise.  

 

27. The entire prosecution case hinges on circumstantial evidence. The 

prosecution has relied upon the following circumstances- 

 (1) Accused and deceased had love affairs. 

 (2) The deceased was last seen in the company of accused. 

 (3) Accused made extra-judicial confession. 

 (4) Leading to discovery. 
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AFFAIRS BETWEEN THE ACCUSED AND DECEASED 

 

28. The first circumstance highlighted by the prosecution is that accused 

and deceased had love affairs prior to incident. In this regard PW1, the 

maternal uncle of the deceased, stated that accused and his niece (since 

deceased) had love affairs for four years. Parents of accused and villagers 

proposed to marry  his niece with the accused after 5 years as because both 

the accused and deceased were reading in degree course. The deceased told 

him that accused scolded her with filthy language if she would not go to 

Tangla while accused called her. During cross-examination PW1 stated that the 

father and accused and village people gave proposal to marry the deceased. 

Defence had not denied love affairs between accused and deceased and 

proposal of marriage was given by father of accused. PW9 had also stated that 

accused and deceased had love affairs.  

 

29. Thus, from evidence of PW1 and PW9 and on admission of defence it is 

clearly established that prior to incident accused and deceased had love affairs.  

 

LAST SEEN TOGETHER THEORY 

 

30. The second circumstance highlighted by the prosecution is deceased 

was last seen in the company of accused. To this effect, we have the oral 

testimony of PW1, PW2 and PW9. According to PW1, the maternal uncle of 

deceased, on 3.4.15 at about 2.30 PM deceased went out from their house 

stating that accused called her. On the next day i.e. on 4.4.15 the dead body 

of his niece was found lying in the bank of Nonai river. Minati Boro saw the 

accused and deceased on the date of incident in the Trade fair. He was 

reported by PW2 and PW9. PW1 further stated that prior to incident deceased 

told him that accused disturbed her in the rented house at Tangla and if she 

did not go on call by accused he scolded her.  

 

31. PW2 claimed to have seen the deceased came with the accused in the 

bicycle from Tangla Trade fair. It is in the evidence of PW2 , Minati Boro that 

on 3.4.15 she saw Swdwmshri Daimari (since deceased) was going from Trade 
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fair with the accused on a bicycle at 5.30 PM. On the next day morning she 

heard that dead body of Swdwmshri Daimari was recovered. She suspects that 

accused killed her. This witness further stated that the deceased had to stay at 

their house. Prior to incident one day, while they were absent, accused came 

to their house and she saw her niece (since deceased) with the accused.  

 

32. According to PW9, Rwaimali Daimari on 3.4.14 at about 2/2-30 PM her 

deceased sister went to Tangla saying that accused called her. She brought a 

vanity bag and other articles used by her. She wore Dakhana and Chappal. She 

was riding a ladies bicycle. But she did not return. Her dead body was 

recovered at the bank of the river Nonai. Prior to the incident the accused used 

to call her over phone. If she did not go accused scolded her. In cross-

examination, though PW9 stated that her deceased sister had friends but 

defence has failed to impeach the credibility of this witness. Nothing has been 

brought out by the defence to disbelieve the evidence of PW1, PW2 and PW9. 

Though PW1 and PW9 had not last seen the deceased in the company of 

accused together but evidence of PW1 and PW9 lends support to the evidence 

of PW2. Evidence of PW1,PW2 and PW9 has ring of truth.  

 

33. It has been held in Bodhraj Vs. State of J & K, reported in AIR 2002 

SC 3164 that-  

 “The last seen theory comes into play where the time-gap between the 

 point of time when the accused and the deceased are seen last alive 

 and when the deceased is found dead is so small that possibility of any 

 person other than the accused being the author of the crime becomes 

 impossible. It would be difficult  in some cases to positively establish 

 that the deceased was last seen with the accused when there is a long 

 gap and possibility  of other persons coming in between exists. In the 

  of any other positive evidence to conclude that the accused and the 

 deceased were last seen together, it would be hazardous to come to a 

 conclusion of guilt in those cases.”  

 

34. It this case there is positive evidence that the deceased and accused 

were last seen together by PW2 at 5.30 PM and dead body was recovered in 
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the next day early morning. Pw16 first noticed the dead body at 7.15 AM. 

Before leaving house deceased told PW1 and PW9 that accused called her. In 

this case the time-gap between the point of time when the accused and the 

deceased are seen last alive and when the deceased is found dead is so small 

that possibility of any person other than the accused being the author of the 

crime becomes impossible. 

 

35. Thus, from the evidence of PW1, PW2 and PW9 it is clearly established 

that the deceased on the day of occurrence went with the accused and she 

was last seen in the company of accused by PW2.  

 

EXTRA-JUDICIAL CONFESSION 

 

36. The next circumstance highlighted by the prosecution is, accused made 

extra-judicial confession before PW10, Binanda Boro, PW17, Rajen Boro.  

 

37. It is in the evidence of PW10 that accused confessed before him that 

he killed the deceased by strangulation. The accused further stated that his 

family members did not allow the deceased to come to their house and for this 

reason he killed the deceased. The accused had shown the place to police 

where he killed the deceased.  

 

38. In his cross-examination this witness had stated that at the time of 

making confession accused was in police custody.  

 

39. PW10 in his evidence in-chief clearly stated  that accused confessed 

before him how he killed he deceased.  

 

40. According to PW17, the accused confessed before him that he killed 

Swdwmshri Daimari. The accused led him to the place of occurrence and 

confessed before him at the place of occurrence.  

 

41. The extra-judicial confession made by accused before PW10 and PW17 

is admissible in evidence. Though the defence took place that at the time of 
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making confession police was present, but it is found in the evidence of PW10 

and PW17 that accused led them to the place of occurrence where accused 

made extra-judicial confession. Nothing has been brought out by the defence 

that extra-judicial confession was made under threat, coercion and duress. 

There is no evidence to show that accused was assaulted by the village people 

for making confession. 

 

42. From the evidence of PW10 and PW17 it is established that accused 

made extra-judicial confession before these witnesses.  

 

LEADING TO DISCOVERY 

43. The last circumstance highlighted by the prosecution is, leading to 

discovery. To this effect we have the oral testimony of Investigating Officer 

who was examined as PW.18.    

44. According to Investigating Officer, on being informed by one Rajendra 

Boro, President of Tangla Anchalik ABSU that the dead body of a lady was lying at 

Ohupguri in the bank of river Nonai. After making GD entry he went to the place of 

occurrence and saw the dead body on being shown by ABSU members. One Rabi 

Ram Boro who was present there identified the dead body to be of Swdwmshri 

Daimari. At the place of occurrence one vanity beg, one umbrella, one Nokia 

mobile phone, one sweater, one spectacle, one pair of hawai sandal, one jangia 

etc. were found and the same were seized and inside the beg one ATM 

(SBI) card, PAN card, one voter ID card, tooth brash, pen drive, one eye 

drop, one lipstick etc. were found and the same were also seized under 

Exhibit 3 in presence of witnesses PW5, PW6, PW8 and PW13. On 

05.04.2015 at around 12:30 AM, Sukur Boro (father of the accused) and 

other persons of the village handed over the accused Nipen Boro at police 

station. On the same day at about 9:30 AM he along with the SDPO 

Bhergaon, OC Panery PS and other police personnel took the accused to the 

place of occurrence. At the place of occurrence accused showed them the 

place of crime. The accused showed them the place where he had sexual 

intercourse with the victim and the place where he killed the victim. Accused 
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also stated that after killing the victim he dragged the dead body to the 

Nonai River. Rajen Boro (PW17) who was also present at the place of 

occurrence during their visit there, recorded the entire matter in the mobile 

handset. Thereafter he came to the house of the accused person and he 

seized the hero lady bicycle from the house of the accused and the accused 

admitted before them that he had used said bicycle at the material period of 

the occurrence.  

45. In the present case though the dead body was not recovered at the 

instance of accused but from the evidence of Investigating Officer it is found 

that accused led  police to the place of occurrence and had shown the place 

of crime. Thereafter, the accused led Investigating Officer to his house and 

had shown the Hero ladies bicycle. Police seized the bicycle and one 

“Jangia” used by the accused at the commission of crime which were 

recovered from the house of the accused. The lady bicycle was used by 

accused and deceased. PW2 saw them in the trade fair by riding bicycle.  

Accused failed to offer plausible explanation as to the possession of lady 

bicycle. Accused had also failed to show that it was his bicycle. This also 

lends credence to the fairness of investigation by the police. The seizure 

witnesses PW11 and PW12 have supported the evidence of Investigating 

Officer. The recovery is extremely significant. There is also supporting and 

corroborating evidence. 

DELAY IN EXAMINATION OF WITNESS 

46. Learned counsel for defence in the course of argument contended 

that Minoti Boro was examined by police on 18.4.15. There was delay in 

examination of this witness. Defence did not ask Investigating Officer as to 

why there was delay in examination for witnesses; the defence cannot gain 

any advantage there from.  

47. Place of occurrence is fully made out by the prosecution and proved 

by Investigating Officer through sketch map vide Ext.5.  
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48. In Padala Veera Reddy v. State of A.P., AIR (1990) SC 79 it was laid 

down that when a case rests upon circumstantial evidence, such evidence must 

satisfy the following tests: 

(1) The circumstances from which an inference of guilt is sought to be drawn, 

must be cogently and firmly established; 

(2) Those circumstances should be of a definite tendency unerringly pointing 

towards guilt of the accused; 

(3) The circumstances, taken cumulatively, should form a chain so complete 

that there is no escape from the conclusion that within all human probability 

the crime was committed by the accused and none else; and (4) The 

circumstantial evidence in order to sustain conviction must be complete and 

incapable of explanation of any other hypothesis than that of guilt of the 

accused and such evidence should not only be consistent with the guilty of the 

accused but should be inconsistent with his innocence. 

49. In the present case, all the circumstances highlighted by the 

prosecution as analysed above in consistent only with the hypothesis of the 

guilt of the accused. The chain of evidence is completed and leaves no 

reasonable ground for the conclusion consistent with the innocence of the 

accused. The circumstances highlighted by the prosecution is a combination of 

facts creating a network through which there is no escape for the accused 

because the facts taken as a whole do not admit any inference but his guilt.  

The circumstances are fully established by the prosecution beyond all 

reasonable doubt that crime was committed by the accused and none else. 

 

50.  Accused hatched conspiracy to eliminate Swdwmshri Daimari because 

his family members did not allow her to enter into their house.  

 

51. Considering the aforesaid evidence and circumstances, it is held that 

deceased was killed by the accused Nipen Boro. But the prosecution has failed 

to prove the ingredients of offence u/s 376 IPC as medical officer did not find 

sign of rape on the deceased. Though the vaginal swab was sent to FSL but no 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/307495/
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report was collected. Investigating Officer offered explanation for non-

collection of FSL report. The accused is acquitted from the charge u/s 376 IPC. 

 

52.  In view of the above, I am bound to hold that the prosecution has able 

to prove the charge against the accused Nipen Boro U/S 302 IPC beyond all 

shadow of doubt. Accordingly, he is convicted thereon.  

 

HEARING ON SENTENCE 

 

53.  Heard accused Nipen Boro on the point of sentence and his statement 

recorded u/s 235 (2) Cr.P.C. He has submitted that he has  been in custody for 

a long time. He also submitted that he is the only earning member of his 

family. As such, praying for leniency. 

 

54.  Heard ld. Counsel for the accused as well as ld.  P.P. for the State. But, 

in the case of murder like heinous crime, I am of the view that no leniency 

should be allowed.  

 

55.  The recent benign  direction of the Penal law towards life sentence as 

a rule and death is an exception awarding of which must be accompanied by 

recorded reason. In the instant case, accused killed deceased by stangulation. 

Looking to the matter of manner of assault, in the case in hand, it seems that 

accused person acted under momentary impulse. Apart from that, it is difficult 

to hold that accused is such a dangerous person that to spare his life will 

endanger to the community. I am also not satisfied that the circumstances of 

the crime are such that there is no alternative but to impose the death 

sentence.  It is true that act of murder is a heinous crime and requires to be 

condemned. But at the same time, it cannot be said that it is the rarest of rare 

cases where accused requires to be eliminate from the society.  

 

ORDER 

 

56. Considering all, I convict the accused Nipen Boro U/S 302 IPC and 

sentenced him to rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay fine of 
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Rs.5000/- (Rupees five thousand), i/d rigorous imprisonment for 3 (three) 

months. No separate sentence is imposed for the offence u/s 120B IPC. 

 

57. The period of detention of the accused during investigation, enquiry or 

trial, if any, be set off against the substantive sentence of imprisonment U/S 

428 Cr.P.C.  

 

58. Let a free copy of judgment and order be served to the accused.  

 

59. Let another copy of judgment and order be sent to the ld. District 

Magistrate, Udalguri, under the provision of section 365 Cr.P.C. 

 

60. Let the GR case No.322/15 be sent to the ld. Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Udalguri, alongwith a copy of judgment.  

 

61. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 8th   day of 

November,2017 at Udalguri Court. 

  

(S. Bora)                                                                                                                                  
Sessions Judge, 
Udalguri, BTAD. 
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A P P E N D I X 

A. Prosecution witness.  

 

PW-1. Prabin Daimari 

PW-2. Smti. Minati boro  

PW-3. Daoharu Daimary.  

PW-4. Jamin ch. Boro 

PW-5. Rabindra Boro 

PW-6 Dilip Boro 

PW-8 Babu Ram Boro 

PW-9 Smti. Rwaimali Daimary 

PW-10 Binanda Boro 

PW-11 Smti. Bichari Boro 

PW-12 Sukur Boro 

PW-13 Paresh Daimary  

PW-14 Dr. Bhadra Kanta Sarma (M.O.) 

PW-15  Sri Lakhyajyoti Das 

PW-16 Ranjan Ramchiary 

PW-17 Rajen Boro 

PW-18 Sri Naren Swargiary (I.O.) 

PW-19 Md. Sohrab Ali (I.O.) 

 

B. Defence witness.  

 Nil.  

 

C. Court witness. 

 

 Nil. 

D. Prosecution Exhibit.  

 

Ext.1  FIR 

Ext.2 Inquest report 

Ext.3 Seizure list 

Ext.4 Search and seizure list 
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Ext.4  PM report 

Ext.5 Sketch map 

Ext.6 Charge-sheet 

 

E. Defence Exhibit.  

 Nil.  

 
                                  Sessions Judge,  
                                     Udalguri. 
 

         Dictated and corrected by me 
      and each page bears by signature. 
 
 
 

  (S. Bora)                                                                                                                                  
Sessions Judge, 

         Udalguri, BTAD. 
 
Transcribed and typed by me:-  
 
 
(Jitumani Sarma/Steno.) 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


